
Now is the time for you to embrace 
Microsoft 365 Enterprise, empower your 
employees and see exactly how 
far your business can go. 

FIND OUT MORE

MICROSOFT 365 ENTERPRISE

Security without 
boundaries

Helping you create a more secure workplace

The world of work is changing all around us. 
Widespread access to new digital services is transforming every 
aspect of business, especially how your workforce wants to operate. 

They want integrated tools that simplify collaboration and help them 
quickly connect with their co-workers – without sacrificing security. 

They’re looking for a platform that is:

INTEGRATED FLEXIBLE STRAIGHTFORWARD

TRANSPARENTREAL-TIMESECURE

A cloud-based productivity solution, Microsoft 365 Enterprise brings together 
Office 365, Windows 10 and Enterprise Mobility + Security in a bundle that offers 
advanced protection, while simplifying your General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) compliance journey and lowering your Total Cost of Ownership.

With Microsoft 365 Enterprise, you can now give them what they need to succeed on 
whatever device they choose, confident you have every security endpoint covered. 

Enterprise 
Mobility +
Security

The safer, simpler way to
safeguard your business

94% 
The number of organisations

planning to adopt 
encryption is up by

of IT leaders asked said 
they plan to invest in 
endpoint security

68% 44% 
of IT leaders asked 
said they will migrate 
to Windows 10 
in 2018

Now the GDPR deadline has passed, there’s an 
increasing focus on data protection.

Key reasons to upgrade

So why
Microsoft 365 Enterprise?

Enjoy automatic 
threat protection - 
Empower people to 
work how they want, 
safe in the knowledge 
that security is covered.

Keep vital 
information safe
Create automatic 

encryption policies and 
ensure privacy and 
protection.

Tackle shadow IT – 
Manage company data 
on personal devices 
and even see who is 
using what.

No more annual 
desktop upgrades
As a cloud-based 
solution, all updates 
are automatic.

http://info.ultima.com/m365

